
Issue VPR Classical Feature Air Date & Length

Public Safety

VPR Classical provides comprehensive weather forecasts along with information about all 

special weather-related watches, warnings, and advisories that affect listeners in the region. 

Delayed school openings, school closures, and notices about weather-related event 

cancellations and venue changes are also included in this information. (In drive time, forecasts 

are given approximately four times per hour, with each report being about 30 seconds in length.) 

The station also provides serious traffic and transit alerts when the situation is of great 

significance to the listening audience.

daily

Arts / Culture

For the month of March, VPR Classical explored the significance and overlap of the composers 

Bach and Chopin. The project, called Alchemy of Genius, included a live recordings by local 

pianist Paul Orgel, and conversation with local musicians about how these composers left an 

enduring legacy on generations of music. Broadcast during Classical Music with Helen Lyons, 

Classical Music with Walter Parker, and Classical Music with James Stewart.

From 3/1 to 3/31, Mondays at 

5:30pm, Wednesdays at 10am, 

and Fridays at 8:30am. 10-

12mins each episode

Business / 

Economics

Middlebury College's New Century/New Voices series celebrates the musicians of color who are 

currently writing music. In conversation with the series curator Matthew Taylor, we learn how 

composers are making a living, and reflecting back the times in which they create art. Broadcast 

during Classical Music with Helen Lyons.

2/8 at 8:30am, 4 mins

Education and 

Schools

Timeline has been conducting a series of episodes that explore how we learn, and how music 

and the brain interact. This episode we'll explore the conundrum of mimicry, from Mozart's 

starling that either inspired, or recited, Mozart's work back to him, and how learning and imitation 

are intertwined. Broadcast during Classical Music with James Stewart, and Classical Music with 

Walter Parker.

2/25 at 5:30pm, 2/27 at 10am, 

4mins 30sec

Health Care / 

Public Health

Artist Neil Harbisson was born color blind. His eyes only see in shades of grey. But in 2004, with 

the help of many scientists, he installed a chip and an antenna to his skull. This antenna reads 

the frequencies of the colors around him and plays them as musical notes. Neil hears color and 

because of this implant he’s been called the world’s first cyborg. This episode of Timeline deals 

with both the subjective nature of perception, and how differently-abled individuals experience 

works of art. Broadcast during Classical Music with James Stewart and Classical Music with 

Walter Parker

2/18 at 5:30pm, 2/20 at 10am, 

4 mins 43 sec

1st Quarter - January 1, 2019 to March 31, 2019

The Community Issues listed in this section of the report aired during locally hosted VPR Classical hours. This listing is illustrative of the programs 

aired on VPR Classical and is not meant to be an exhaustive listing of programs responsive to issues of importance to the community.
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Politics and 

Government 

The Hermitage Trio joined Walter Parker live in the VPR Classical studios for a discussion 

around political, cultural, and musical exchange. All of the musicians were Russian-born, and 

shared their perspecive as now U.S. Citizens on current musical and political discourse. 

Broadcast during Classical Music with Walter Parker.

3/22 at 11am, 35 mins

Vermont Issues

Musical performnce in town halls is part of the Vermont’s DNA. From the very beginning, when 

the VSO started touring the state in 1934, the orchestra has been performing in Vermont’s 

public spaces. The VSO on VPR Classical brings music and conversation about Vermont's 

sense of place from the 'Made In Vermont' tour, including a recording of a world-premiere work 

specifically for the VSO called Before the Snow. Broadcast during the VSO on VPR Classical.

1/23 at 8pm, 59 mins

Wildlife / 

Environment

The VSO on VPR Classical features works that highlight the outdoors and the majesty of nature 

on this episode. In particular, how these universals of the awe-inspiring interaction with nature, 

live here in the green mountains. Featured on the program, Vaughan-Williams 'Flowers of the 

Field'. Broacast during the VSO on VPR Classical.

2/5 at 8pm, 59 mins


